Idesco’s AESCO Honored As Innovative Achievement In Access Control Category At Detektor Awards
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Idesco’s solution to overcome an old security problem is a true victory for smart innovative thinking

Idesco’s newest and most ambitious innovation, AESCO, was honored as an Innovative Achievement in Access Control Category at Detektor International Awards gala, held at SKYDD Exhibition in Stockholm. According to the jury, “Idesco’s solution to overcome an old security problem is a true victory for smart innovative thinking.”

“We’ve been very proud of AESCO from the moment we introduced it. Our talented team and their innovation really deserve this recognition”, said Jari Valtonen, Idesco’s CEO. What has made AESCO so revolutionary is the cost-effective ease with which it conveniently embeds into existing systems, lifting a system to a pinnacle of security. This means integrators and end-users can readily and deeply encrypt (128-bit AES) reader-host transactions without making any change at the system level.

Detektor’s jury selects candidates themselves, to insulate from self-nominating companies. Only a tiny handful of companies whose products meet their criteria of an outstanding innovation destined to contribute significantly to the advancement of the security industry are nominated for
the Detektor International Award.